This is the most dangerous zone against which they are eager to fire!!!
2015/5/13,14

BREAKING: Obama Administration Says Yes To Drilling In The Arctic
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/05/11/3657393/obama-conditionally-approves-arctic-d
rilling/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=tptop3
Royal Dutch Shell plans to explore for the Chukchi Sea,around where are rich with sea flor
explosive mine=methane clathrate the final global mass extinction weapon by Arctic
ocean warming,or by sea flor sliding of the reservoir by the drilling..

Following picture in “Arctic Climate Feedbacks: Global Implications”
http://www.wwf.se/source.php/1260148/Arctic%20Climate%20Feedbacks_%20Global%20I
mplications_2009_Executive%20summary.pdf
You should not read above long report,but see the picture here in haste.

the Chukchi Sea is at here !!!!!!
http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/infopage/chukchisea.htm

It is suicidal deed to drill there !!!!!!!
It is entirely upside down !!!,
Time for carbon energy had passed,but
we must emergently take action for Arctic
Cooling geo engineering in order to
intercept Methane Hydrate Bomb Extinction
by ice lid vanishing in Arctic.
http://www.ameg.me/
The ice lid retreat accelerates more heat input
into black ocean which cause more ice lid
retreat<feedback establishing,which never be
stopped without manmade cooling technology>
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-ge
o-engineering.html
Shell Contact information
http://www.shell.com/global/aboutshell/contact-us.html

http://www.shell.co.jp/ja/aboutshell/about-our-web
site/contact-us.html

Note the permission has been still incomplete at now !!!

It would become an executive order to declare death penalty by gas chamber against
mankind by the President ?!. Our possible salvation may be overwhelming judgement .....

Ⅰ:the facts recognition at first.
⑴Now climate change by manmade CO2 had been approved by 98% scientists,
http://blogs.voanews.com/science-world/2014/04/14/scientist-99-sure-global-climate-chang
e-is-man-made/
however most of people seems not to know Arctic Emergency<Methane Catastrophe toward
mass extinction>.This is the most insidious point,because Arctic is not familiar region for all.
⑵Historical Fact on Permian 96%mass extinction by Methane Catastrophe.
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/life/dinosaurs-other-extinct-creatures/mass-extinctions/
end-permian-mass-extinction/
⑶Methane Clathrate the Mass Destructive Thermal Bomb in Arctic
(the highest priority problem at now).

http://www.realclimate.org/
People consider so called global warming is gradual process in coming decades and the crisis
would be in future.However the fact is not so optimistic.Now many scientists fear for huge
amount of unstable MC＝methane clathrate(ice,hydrate)melting in Arctic sea flor by rising sea
temperature 2~3℃.The estimated amount of Arctic MC is 400～1000G ton in carbon standard,of
which 10 GtC eruption is catastrophic.MC is more 56(20years→25) times potent as GHG effect
http://unfccc.int/ghg_data/items/3825.php
than CO2.Once they emitted to atmosphere,temperature rising accelerate that of sea to enhance
more emission of methane.It becomes FEEDBACK process to spike out temperature rising
<Clathrate Gun Mechanism> .Abrupt and irreversible Climate Change is to attack on earth.
Paleo-climatology recently recognized mass extinction of species by methane burps in
Permian(251.4my)and Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum(55.8my=million years ago).
The final stage may be fire hell.

Ⅱ:Possible Countermeasure as Mending Deadly Planet.
⑴emergent 80%CO2 cut＝popularizing NEW ENERGY
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
⑵emergent Arctic Cooling Fixing
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/the-need-for-geo-engineering.html
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
⑶Global Climate War-Time Regime＝How to make our life in Climate War.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Ⅲ:The oil money should be paid for mending deadly planet.
The military budget should be paid for mending deadly planet.
To tell hiding reality,it is the oil and military industry that are most desperate ones.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

⒜Everyone know oil nations are rich enough.However it is oil that has been causing climate
crisis toward global extinction.While it is also them who has been hiding the decisive facts.It is so
called upside down world,which must be emergently tuned to righteous way.Then it is also they
who could devote climate fixing by their rich wealth.
http://www.mapsofworld.com/world-top-ten/world-top-ten-oil-reserves-countries-map.html
http://www.indexmundi.com/energy.aspx
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=RCLC1&f=D

World Oil Spending in 2012≒80$/brl×900000×1000brl/day×365day＝26trillion$!!!
⒝ Also note military industry are enough big business to destruct the world by their products.
It is also those who should be called upside down world.In fact,if the world is peace,their budget
are entirely waste,while not in peace,their results are destructing the world.
http://www.globalissues.org/article/75/world-military-spending#WorldMilitarySpending

World Military Spending in 2012＝1.7trillion$!!!
⒞Save

the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced
from sulphur dioxide, SO2, could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure
of the order of a few billion dollars per year.
This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets
when the technology is ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

